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In other words, the Lord changed the circumstances to make it easy for Ezekiel

..ad he gave it in a very extreme w and. Ezekiel objected and God said it

would not be quite so bad. Now, you might say Does God give a command this

way, aa4 because that way does not . Why e does God give in and. change his

method like thL Well, my guess is ; p1 psychological.--Andr- constantly

God made it a little wcse, no matter how much is-4eIe-- done . Well, you can

adjust the way that you want. I Ands Ezekiel ... the Lord. haspermit ted me to

So then this command is given , and then verse .5 . Chapter five says , Thou,

Son of Man, take thee a a sharpx knife and cause it to pass upon thy head and

thy beard ei4 and then take these balances away and ...from the days of the

is fulfilled. Thoux shalt a take a third part and the third. part ...well, now,

I ce *1 ask you, What city do you think is meant? David said if tia 'a we

could suppose that the prophet were strict in his symbolism here ...there is

a reason that to suppose that he had this in mind. What dca he have in mind?

It makes perfect sense that this is what he a had. in mini. If it dn't

It makes perfect sense that this is the progress of the thought of it.

If it doesn't, what on earth does it mean? It makes perfect sense and it

is part of the progress of the thought---of it. I was rather shocked that

here is a man suppose to be a great scholar """j amazing. He is told.

at the beginning of chapter LfO no to be a watchman, but he is giving a general

message--he is shown what to do and he goes on and I ..and you '4j' burn them

in the midst of the city and surely that-to sh..-,eeeffi-- something scattered

in the wilderness. So, it fits the symbolism perfectly; There is no reason

why you can't connect it up with he previozus..which wasn't put in until the

...3rd century áD . You heard about t} minister that somebody ...she

brought them because she so often heard him I say that the common tators agreed

wit t him. It is £very disappointing. Old Testament Commenatators are. which

80 often ± given their attention to individual , isolated verses, and ...ins...
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